
THE BIG TAKEOVER
2019 PRODUCTION + HOSPITALITY RIDER
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The Big Takeover is 

Nee Nee Rushie - Vocals
Rob Kissner - Bass

Chas Montrose - Sax
Andrew Vogt - Trombone / Backing vocals 

Guthrie Lord - Guitar2
Manuel Quintana - Percussion

Roger LaRochelle - Drums

Management / Marketing:
(CC on all emails): 

Alex Storm 
Aquarius Entertainment

aquariusmgmt@gmail.com
845 750 0763

Band DOS Contact / TM 
(CC on all advances): 

Andrew Vogt
btoandrew@gmail.com

845 797 7132

Booking 
(CC on all advances):

Tom Baggott
Hoplite Music LLC

majortom@hoplitemusic@gmail.com
802 233 7773

mailto:aquariusmgmt@gmail.com
mailto:andrew.vogt4444@gmail.com
mailto:hoplitemusic@gmail.com


HOSPITALITY RIDER  
 

 
ARTIST requires a meal per band/crew member. In-house meals are acceptable. 
Buyout of $15 per person is acceptable if approved in advance by Tour Manager. The 
following items are to be provided in addition to any meals that are already being 
provided to the artists and crew. Everything is to be placed in Artist’s green room unless 
otherwise specified by the Tour Manager. In the event providing these items is not 
possible, an additional buyout of $10 per band and crew member is an acceptable 
substitute. 

**Note Traveling party is (9) people

-24 bottles spring water - chilled & non-chilled
-12 bottles/ cans plain Seltzer (Topo Chico when available) 
-12 pack of imported Lager/IPA’s. 
-Assorted bottled juices  
-Fruit tray (refrigerated)  
-Nuts / Granola  
-Chips & Hummus  
-Hot Water & Herbal teas 
-Box of kind/cliff bars
-1 bottle of wine / liquor
-Deli plate / Veggie plate OK 

-Enough plates, utensils, cups, napkins, and ice as appropriate  

 
 



     THE BIG TAKEOVER  
                          TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS 

The following are required production and technical specifications for the venue. Our 
touring setup is often evolving, so please keep in mind that the details may change 
upon advance with the Tour Manager. Production is extremely important to us, so 

please talk to us in advance if there will be any issues in meeting these  
requirements.  

SPEAKERS AND PROCESSING  

The house audio system must be a stereo three or four-way system, flown whenever 
possible, capable of sustaining a clear, undistorted 105db _A_ weighted SPL at the 
FOH position. Front fills should be provided on separate power and EQ. Preferred 
choices are line arrays by D&B, Meyer, L Acoustics, or EAW. 

Drive systems, EQ, limiting and crossover/processing should be accessible by ARTIST’s 
FOH Engineer. ARTIST is not traveling with any audio consoles and will need a 
minimum requirement of a 24 channel digital or analog console (Yamaha CL5, MIDAS 
M32, Venue Profile, SC48,, Digico, Behringer X32, etc.) or 24 channel Analog console 
with 4 bands of parametric EQ per channel (2 channels of sweepable mid) 
Analog consoles must also possess dual 24 band graphic EQ’s through which main Left 
& Right feeds run through. Subwoofers can be run in-line or on an auxiliary send, in 
both digital & analog configurations.  
 
Processing- If analog configuration is present- (3) channels of DBX (or better) 
compression must be provided with ability to insert on a channel.. Additionally, (1) 
stereo reverb FX unit (vocal plate at about 2.2 seconds), (1) stereo Delay FX Unit 
configured for ping-pong (33% feedback), and (1) short slap delay (with a feedback 
about 8%) TC Electronics M-One, Yamaha SPX-90 or similar are all acceptable. If 
console is digital please have preset FX set up and ready to go.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       
      

 
Attached is a mostly up-to-date stage plot & Input list for the band. Please review and 

advance with management. Any future information from email succeeds attached 
stageplot. 

**Please note band requires a minimum of 4x4‘ drum rug on stage at time of load in. 
 
 



THE BIG TAKEOVER  
BACKLINE REQUIREMENTS 2019 

Aquarius Artist Management 

If you have any questions or substitution requests, they must be confirmed by 
production manager during production advance 14 days prior to show. 

DRUMS 
Yamaha Stage Custom,

OR

Gretsch Catalina Maple
or similar

- 10”, 16”, 22” kick (20” OK, but no smaller)
- 14” wood snare

- 1) snare stand
- 3) boom cymbal stands
- 1) hi-hat stand (dw 3000 pref.)
- 1) screw-post or hydraulic throne
- 1) bass drum pedal (dw 7000 pref.)

BASS 

- Ampeg SVT-4 Pro
- Ampeg 8x10 (at least 4x10) cabinet

OR
-David Eden WT1205 or WT800 +
-David Eden 10 x 8 XLT (at least 4x10) Cabinet

(1) Guitar Stand

GUITAR

- Fender Princeton Reverb / Twin Reverb

OR
- Fender Deluxe / Blues Jr (last choice)

(1) Guitar stand



PERCUSSION

1 - pair on bongo’s (Meinl or LP) w/stand.

1 - 14” or 16” djembe w/stand.

1 - set of rototoms (8”&10” preferred)

1 - timbale set (Meinl or LP) w/stand. Mini sets are ok too, w/clamp mounts if necessary) 

1 - large percussion table or 2 small

3 - heavy duty boom stands

1 - mounted tambourine

1 - 16" floortom

1 - box of assorted hand percussion if available.

1 - fan

SAXOPHONE + TROMBONE

(1) Saxophone stand
(1) Trombone stand

(THESE ARE GREAT IF AVAILABLE BUT NOT NECESSITY)

VOCALS
(1) Round Bottom Straight Microphone Stand w/ Shure Clip






